ABSTRACT Self-similar (or fractal) stochastic processes have been proposed as more accurate models of certain categories of traffic (e.g., Ethernet traffic, variable-bit-rate video) which will be transported in ATM networks. Selfsimilar processes exhibit long range dependence structure which is not the case for traditional models. The distinct differences between these two classes of models, have significant implications for performance prediction and network design.
I. INTRODUCTION Several recent papers [I, 2, 3, 4, 51 have shown that traditional traffic models may be inadequate for modeling real traffic to be carried on ATM networks. Studies have reported that LAN traffic [l], WAN traffic [4] and variable bit rate (VBR) video traffic 121 [3] often display long range dependence (LRD) and can be better modeled by self-similar processes. Furthermore, it has been shown in [5] and [3] that, in addition to LRD structure, VBR video traffic also possesses strong short range dependence (SRD) structure which suggests an asymptotic self-similar model rather than Zxact self-similar model. Apart from Poisson distribution, marginal distributions with heavy tails were reported in [3] and [5].
A stochastic process is said to exibit LRD when it has a nonsummable autocorrelation function [6]. Self-similar processes (both exact and asymptotic) are among those LRD processes which are widely used. Traditional trafic models, on the other hand, typically possess some form If Markovian structure and display a SRD structure only.
Due to the distinct differences between these two classes )f models, their implications for network design and performance estimation will be significantly different. Simulation results were compared with real traffic results, and a close match was achieved. These results have shown that performance estimates basedl on ticaditional models are far more optimistic, Consequently, studies related to the design and performance evaluation of an ATM network based on traditional traffic models must be revisited in the context of these new models.
In this paper, based on the simulation results in [lo] and [5], we investigate some serious implications for ATM network design introduced by LRD structure. We show that, the buffering gaiin of self-similar traffic is much lower than that of traditional models. This means that, for certain applications, peak rate idlocation may be necessary for access links. While peak rate allocation may be unavoidable at the access links, we show that peak rate allocation is not necessary within networks due to the significant multiplexing gain of self-similar traffic streams. But this conclusion must be applied cautiously. We show that multiplexing heterogeneous self-similar traffics, the traffic with highest Hurst parameter wid dominate the QoS (Quality of Service). This means thiat, traffic streams with lower Hurst parameter values may suffer the same mean delay as traffic streams with higher H[urst parameter. In its extreme case, starvation problem may be introduced. This kind of problem can not be solved by traditional priority strategies. As pointed out in [4], for self-similar traffic, high priority traffic may block low priocity traffic for quite a long time making it enter into starvation again. Baaed on these observations, we further invehtigate some congestion control schemes which may setem promising under traditional mod-0-7803-291 6-3 31. Q6. 1
els. We show that, although some of the problems meEtioned above can be solved by introducing fair queueing approach, other problems remain to be addressed.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 11, we make a brief introduction to self-similar traffic modelseand a result of modeling VBR video traffic using both SRD and LRD components. In section 111, we describe simulk tion results based on self-similar processes. Based on these simulation results, we investigate congestion control issues posed by self-similar processes in section IV. In section V, we summarize our conclusions.
SELF-SIMILAR TRAFFIC MODELS
A. DEFINITION OF THE FGN PROCESS While there are numerous stochastic models which exhibit the self-similar property, two of them, namely the exactly self-similar .fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) and the asymptotically self-similar fractional autoregressiue in-' tegrated mowing-average (F-ARIMA) process, are the most commonly used, FGN can be viewed as a reasonable first approximation of more complex LRD processes, since it can be derived from a special type of central limit theorem applied to LRD processes.
A fractional Gaussian noise process x = {xk : k = 
Definitions of self-similar processes in a more general sense can be found in [ll]. Intuitively, one of the most striking features of such processes is that their aggregated processes possess a nondegenerate correlation structure as n -+ 00.
In [5], we developed a unified approach which, in addition to accurately modeling the marginal distribution of empirical video records, also models directly both the short and the long term empirical autocorrelation structures. In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , we compare the autocorrelation functions and q-q plots for marginal distributions of empirical data trace and synthetic trace generated by our built model in [5] . Close matches are achieved.
Empirical traceresultSimulationresult 0 B. SELF-SIMILAR MODELING VBR VIDEO Earlier efforts in modeling video traffic have been confined to short traces of empirical records or to conference video, due to the difficulties in obtaining empirical data from realistically long sequences.
Recent extensive measurements of real traffic data [2], have led to the conclusion that VBR video traffic cannot be sufficiently represented by traditional models, but instead can be more accurately matched by self-similar models. In 
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we show our simulation results for a FCFS single server queue with deterministic service rate p. We consider two classes of sources. One is FGN processes representing general self-similar processes, the other is the model we built in [5] and showed in last section representing a specific VBR video model. In Fig. 3 , we show the following results:
A. FGN CASE
(1) one FGN source with Hurst parameter H = 0.7; (2) one FGN source with Hurst parameter H = 0.9; (3) two FGN sources with H = 0.7 and H = 0.9 respectively; (4) a large deviation result for (3).
From this figure we can see that, the buffering gain with 31. 06. 2 increasing buffer size is much smaller for self-similar sources than for traditional models. Furthermore when multiplexing two self-similar processes, the one with larger Hurst parameter will dominate the queueing tail distribution although multiplexing gain exists for both sources. 
Each simulation is based on 1000 iid replications.
In Fig. 4 , we show that when multiplexing several sources with the same Hurst parameters, significant multiplexing gain is achieved.
z - For more about these simulation results, see [lo] .
B. REALISTIC VIDEO CASE
In Fig. 5 , we show the comparison of synthetic video trace and empirical video trace. Consistent with the FGN case, the buffering gain is also very small with increasing buffer size. For more about this simulation result, see [5].
IV. NETWORK DESIGN ISSUES One of the major advantages of packet switching networks is to multiplex different traffic streams asynchronously to achieve multiplexing gain. Although significant multiplexing gain can be achieved for self-similar traffics as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , the burstier one will dominate the queueing tail distribution as shown in Fig. 3 . This means that, traffic with lower Hurst parameter may suffer the same mean delay as traffic with higher Hurst parameter. In (1) Provide bounded end-bend delay for each individual traffic within the whole network.
(2) Packets from different flows are maximally interleaved to obtain the multiplexing gain.
(3) Maximum throughput is preserved due to their work preserving nature.
Other approaches attempt to solve the propagation of delay jitter existing in the approaches above and further decouple the interference between nodes. The above approaches are very promising under traditional models because the:y provide a congestion-free and topology-free solution to the high speed packet switch network. Unfortunately, they all require some burstiness constraints [21] at the access node. A well-known such constraint is the so-called ( 0 ,~) constraint which can be implemented by a leaky bucket. As shown in Fig. 6 , a leaky bucket can be modeled by a virtual queue. Queueing results in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 can be directly applied to estimate loss probability at the access node regulated by a leaky bucket. The result is that, although the user can be guaranteed lossfree transport within network using the approaches above, the user may suffer heavy loss at the access node. Without raising the bucket rate, the loss may become intolerable.
But increasing the buffer rate results in a loose control or no control at all over the burtiness of the user traffic. This dilemma posee significant challenge to various congestion control schemes.
Token rate r Bucket size b Figure 6 : Equivalence of leaky bucket and virtual queue ih terms of loss rate.
V. CONCLUSIONS Self-similar traffic models are regarded as more accurate for modeling certain traffic types. Due to their extreme burstiness, self-similar models pose significant challenge to existing congestion control schemes. In this paper, we have shown that, without certain changes, traditional congestion control algorithms may fail to achieve their goal.
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